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About This Content

An iconic race from Master of Orion II has returned to conquer the stars!

The psychic Elerian join the original 10 races with their own emperors and advisors, new ship hulls and blueprints, and unique
perks and personalities. The whole galaxy welcomes their arrival, just in time to face the return of the nefarious Antarans.

Born of the myriad islands of Draconis, the Elerians are a feudal civilization with a rigid caste system and immutable gender
roles. At the top of their social order sits the Grand Marshal of the Fiefdoms, a warrior of great renown who binds all the
Elerians to her will by military prowess. Only females may enter military life at any rank. Their males are relegated to the

college forums, where they form the Philosopher caste, always studying and pushing their race's strange mental powers new
limits.
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 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7 / 8 / 10 (64bit)

Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo 2.0 GHz or AMD Athlon X2 2.2 GHz 

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Intel Core 2 Duo 2.0 GHz or AMD Athlon X2 2.2 GHz 

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 15 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX 9 Compatible 

Additional Notes: Minimum Video Memory: 512 MB

English,Russian,French,German,Czech,Japanese,Turkish,Polish,Korean
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master of orion elerian fiefdoms

No, just don't. The game really thinks it's being funny, but it isn't, it just isn't. I get the feeling this was meant to satarize the
many crappy games on steam, but it exemplifies them more than anything.
Garbage controls, horrid framerate, glitches, racism, cobbled together visuals (yes I'm aware he makes a joke about this one, but
that doesn't excuse it), a thousand game breaking glitches, and just pure lack of fun. Need anymore reasons not to play.

Finally, I am aware that early access games are still in development, but for them to charge money they need some potential.
This will never be good.. A game where I have to lie to win. And I get to screw over random people on the internet and laugh at
them when they fail. And my identity is hidden in public lobbies.

Sign me up!. Abandoned game with no Steam Cloud.. The concept of the game is a mash up: you play as an evil jelly who
zombifies humans by possessing them. It is funny in a dark and discrete, the authors do not try to shove jokes down your throat
which is great.

The game consists of 54 puzzles (although the first 5-ish act more as a tutorial). In each puzzle you must reach a pipe, possessing
some humans on the way. Each "type" of human gives you a special ability (e.g. higher jump, push boxes, double jump). These
are mostly dexterity puzzles, some require trial-and-error, basically none requires thinking.

The music is very repetitive and I didn't find how to turn it off, so that was annoying. I though that there was a lack of variety in
the types of humans and I'd have enjoyed more challenging puzzles (strategy-wise). The control felt weird when possessing a
specific unit (soldier) because that's the only situation in which you'll need the mouse. The whole game is also rather short.

In spite of the shortcomings, the playing experience is good. The game did not present anything overly frustrating and delivers
more or less what you expect after watching the trailer.

Achievements are right on spot and Linux port is flawless (thanks for supporting the penguin!).. Disclaimer: I have no interest in
online multiplayer. So here we go.

Pros:
+ Great for those who like old school beat em ups/gaming history
+ Collection of games is genuinely solid
+ Production values and optimization holds up
+ Games are easy to pick up and play, but still cathartic and fun
+ Armored Warriors and Battle Circuit are worth it alone (And my personal favorites out of the seven)

Neutral:
_ No Licensed Beat Em Ups such Aliens vs. Predator

Cons:
- Online Lag can happen depending on your connection
- Could use some more extras with concept art and the like

If this looks even remotely interesting to you, you will enjoy it. Has issues, but it does more right than wrong. The Capcom Beat
Em' Up Bundle is a fun time.. worth every cent of this DLC if u love KoF
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Big Action Mega Fight is probably exactly what you'd think. It's a simple linear Beat-Em-Up that you can 100% in a day, with a
cute aesthetic and amusing characters. Controls are tight, nearly to a fault as you can accidentally spam a move well after you've
pressed the button for it, and gameplay is very quick. In fact, the loading is so quick that I haven't been able to read most of the
tips on the loading screen.

The game shows its budget in the lack of alternative characters, strange dead-end of having critical hits, but doing nothing with
them, and low enemy variety (with no bosses), though it's worth appreciating that enemies all have voice lines and the Wilhelm
Scream is among their death cries.

There are, however, downsides. Special selection is done through a roulette system (though this is between pointless and a
liability, as no special attacks are overpowered, but Fistnado cannot be cancelled and so can waste time on timed missions,) and
the game crashes quite frequently, though it has the decency to close itself when it does so.
By far the worst part of the gameplay is the lack of a ground attack. Downed opponents must be attacked with specials or
explosives, and if you have neither available, they simply waste your time (and again, there are timed levels).

Somewhere neither pro nor con is the scoring system. Like a mobile game, levels have a 3-star grading system based on your
score. Like Elite Beat Agents, an indefinite multiplier is built up as you fight (based on damage you do, not hits, although
juggling dead foes isn't possible) and RESETS TO 1 when you take damage. This means that a single hit taken near the end of a
level can be hundreds of times more costly than one taken first thing, meaning scores don't really reflect skill, barring perfect
ones. While irrelevant to a casual player, it can be somewhat frustrating to completionists attempting to 3-star every level.
Particularly the last one, as even completing it without taking damage isn't necessarily good enough for 3 stars.

Overall, BAMF is a game I'd like to see a better-backed sequel of. While Beat-Em-Ups are a dime a dozen, those with such
short levels and smooth gameplay are harder to come by, and this experience is definitely worth the price of admission.. I
wanted to give it a thumbs up before i actually started playing but then the system told me i cannot.
For those of you who are still thinking to buy or not - just buy it and enjoy!
Just be reminded the season pass is ridiculously priced so I'll probably pass. (no pun intended). 10 minutes in and I love it. If you
are a fan of Breakout, or more recently Wizorb, this is another great game in that genre. The humor and art style are nice too..
Great product in my opinion. Never had an issue. It's amazing for updating semi-derelict computers.. I've only played about an
hour. So, my first run-through I got shot at by a guy in a hut on the beach roughly SW of the starting point...a mile and a half
maybe. So I flank around to the other side. He's still looking where I had been. Damn the hard tiki floor! As soon as I stepped
on it he turned around and shot me with a pump-action. I run through and go a bit more right this time and came up on a burning
hut\/small village of three huts. A dead chick with a battery in her hand and a hole in her head is lying on the ground between
the first two. I grab the battery and circle around to get inside the big hut where I discover another dead body holding a .45. Aha
and it has three rounds in it! Yay! I head back towards pump-action Al, only this time I come up over a ridge from the other side
where I can look down on him better. I see no one else. I sneak as close as I can with my gun aimed at him until he begins to
turn around. I fill him with lead! Inside are another pump-=action, fully-loaded, (8 rounds) fuel and lots of food. Not bad, but I
had to quit so I can work-out and get ready to crash. So far, it needs work, but pretty fun and definitely, if you think someone
can see you but they haven't fired yet...back off and try to get around them from behind. YOU'VE BEEN WARNED!

8\/10 Will play and die again and again...:P. Good throwback to the original
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